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About Us 
The Ultimate Solution Partnership (tusp) is an international consultancy 

founded and based on real-world experience, exceptional people, a 

commitment to outstanding service and entrepreneurial spirit.

“Creating 21st-century solutions, supporting clients and enabling growth”

www.tusp.co.uk

Project Delivery   

Project Delivery 

The tusp Project Delivery Service focuses on delivering projects safely,

 on time, within budget and to a high quality to not only meet, but 

exceed client expectations. At tusp we understand the critical nature of 

effective project management methodology and can deploy experts that 

have proven collaboration, leadership and delivery capabilities, gained 

within complex and heavily regulated environments.

tusp provide an end the end, integrated approach throughout 

the lifecycle of a project or programme of work, from initial client 

engagement through to delivery, execution and importantly closeout 

and handover. We have the skills, expertise and capabilities to support 

project and programme delivery, either using traditional approaches or 

by creating bespoke solutions to match  our clients and stakeholders’ 

requirements.

Using proven methods throughout the delivery phases, tusp use a 

structured process of strategy planning, tactics and bespoke tools for 

managing project design and delivery to ensure clients receive a delivery 

method that is driven by their project scope, budget and schedule.

tusp have been involved in the delivery of many complex delivery 

programmes, both in the UK and Overseas and understand that the key 

element of scope management requires accurate definition of a client’s 

requirements at the Planning and Development stage. 

Therefore, tusp’s systematic monitoring processes and management of 

all the factors that may impact or change the programme requirements 

throughout the project phases ensure client and stakeholder satisfaction 

of the end product.

We are able to assist with a range of project delivery solutions either 

through hands on delivery, via a consulting platform where we can 

provide Business, Operations or Engineering expertise or by reviewing 

and supporting existing projects by creating delivery improvement 

plans. tusps’ besoke project delivery service can be utilised by clients for 

everything from a robust healthcheck to a deep dive or managed service.
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